Elgart's Band To Play At Interfraternity Ball To Be Held March 14

Charles Gresh Orchestra To Provide Additional Music for Annual Dance

The Elgart Band will play at the annual Interfraternity Ball at the Hotel Gotham Link, I-F Weekend chairman announced. The well-known Elgart organization, which has made many popular records and played at colleges 18 months ago, is returning for a return engagement, having played here at the I-F Ball two years ago.

Additional musical entertainment will be provided by the Charles Gresh Orchestra.

Elgart will also announce the entire schedule of events for Interfraternity Week, Monday, March 14, will feature the annual ball on Friday night, the dinner, a dance and a final, the latter a contest from the National Interfraternity Council will be present to aid the proceedings with any emergency.

Tuesday, March 14, will see a joint session of the fraternity house and lecture ball on 'Influence of Hollywood on Interfraternity House Life' by the International House Week speakers at the frat house.

Luncheon Featured

Among the events will be the featured activity of Tuesday afternoon, a luncheon at the Hotel Gotham. At 1 p.m., the House Men of the Interfraternity Council will present to the President's House and the Interfraternity House a luncheon on 'Influence of Hollywood on Interfraternity House Life' by the Executive Board members of the International House Week speakers at the frat house.

Hillel Holds Election For Three Offices

Hillel's Student Government Association (S.G.A.) held an election for three positions on Monday night, with the following results:

President: Herman K. Miller, Class of 1940
Vice-President: Paul McDonald, Class of 1940
Secretary-Treasurer: Carl Z. F. Reisman, Class of 1939

Luce Presents Shelter Plan For Atomic Age

in Dr. Hugh L. Luce, President of the Liberal Foundation and President of the Rockefeller Foundation, will indicate the financial support of the United States and the United States' interest in the problem of the atomic age.

Luce stated that such a program would be in consonant with the policies that Dr. Luce has laid down not only in the United States, but the entire world policy of the United States.

Three Sophs Elected To HH Student Board

Three sophomore students have been elected to the Houseman's Student Board: Paul F. Schacht, Roy Crane, and John J. E. Kiley. The three will serve one year as members of the board.

Brandt, 4 Others Will Be Recipients Of Honorary Degrees at Ceremonies

Willy Brandt, governing mayor of West Berlin, the only non-Nazi head of government in Germany (West Germany), will receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at the commencement exercises Saturday, February 8.

Four additional honorary degrees will be awarded to: Prof. Arthur Lehman Goodhart, master of University College, Oxford University; Dr. George Morris Pieris, former Dean of the Graduate School of Medicine; Dr. Sigismund Skold, visiting professor of American civilization, and Dr. Edwin W. Williams, former chairman of the German Department.

Mr. Brandt, an Esperantist from Moscow, was forced into a position of leadership in West Germany by the Communist Party (East Germany), where he became a citizen of the Reich at the age of eight. He was educated at the NV in East Germany, and at the Social Democrats Party in West Germany. Bavaria, the Berlin Parliament elected him Brandt as its president in 1947.

Those who will receive a Doctor of Letters degree, in addition to Mr. Brandt, are: Mr. Williams, who has served as the President of Harvard University, and Mr. Skold, who has served as the President of the Social Democrats Party in West Germany.

The three honorary degrees will be conferred on the following day at the induction ceremonies of the new students. Those who will receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws are: Mr. Brandt, who has served as the President of the National Association of Law and Order in the United States, and Mr. Skold, who has served as the President of the Academy of the Social Democrats Party in West Germany.
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Editorial

The Road Back

Last night, the first in a series of three dinner meetings was held at the Mason and Wyg Club house for the annual purpose of selecting the officers for improving the status of the Mason and Wyg organizations.

The students invited to the meetings were those who were members of the Undergraduate Council, people interested but not in, most cases, connected with Mason and Wyg activities.

As we see it, this is the first concrete move undertaken with regard to Mason and Wyg activities. The Mason and Wyg business began last year. It within the memory of all but the freshmen at the present Mason and Wyg luncheon and in the more meaningful role when Mason and Wyg was a great and honorable one of the most enviable values in Pennsylvania. The story of the organization’s year since is an oft told tale and does not need to be repeated here. Suffice it to say that the undergraduate body hopes the fellowship they over.

Perhaps the meetings are the forerunners of a new and successful era for Mason and Wyg. We think that the organized undergraduate who attended and will attend the meeting will be able to come up with the most hopeful suggestions that will get Mason and Wyg back on their feet.

Work will begin soon on the spring production of the Mason and Wyg Club and other group activities. The Mason and Wyg will put forth all their efforts in making sure that one of these is the show and no downtown theater engagement. It is our belief that Mason and Wyg can do both.

There is no question of the benefit which the University derives from the Mason and Wyg road tours and from its television appearances. Therefore it becomes more than important that the Mason and Wyg Club and graduate and undergraduate bodies of the Mason and Wyg people at the University to see that the road tours are not supplanted and that the Mason and Wyg activities are sustained as some possible.
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Sports Seminar Bookies' Ulcers Acting Up

Sports Seminar Bookies' Ulcers Acting Up

by Bernard Schneyer

The vitally crucial "brow" who "brows" the pages of a major daily is certain to run away from home to escape the clamor of the bookies' ulcer-ridden ulcerations. Bookies' ulcerations has established its position as a major source of pain, and these potential ulcerators are pocketing under the strain of the market for a new ulcer-point system.

Our ulcer-radical ulcerations are not the warm, comfortable days of yesterday, of the many, nor is it the case that the ulcer system has improved under the new rules, and their potential ulcerators are pocketing under the strain of the market for a new ulcer-point system.

One can, on a map, require some thought on the ulcer system even after being the target of a溃疡-via-ulceration. Go for the easy one-point block, or go down on a flat pass or area. There are these ulcer-point systems and, in many instances, there are those ulcer-point systems. You can either choose yourself.

From one to one, it will require some thought on the ulcer system even after being the target of a溃疡-via-ulceration. Go for the easy one-point block, or go down on a flat pass or area. There are these ulcer-point systems and, in many instances, there are those ulcer-point systems. You can either choose yourself.

From now on, we will require some thought on the ulcer system even after being the target of a溃疡-via-ulceration. Go for the easy one-point block, or go down on a flat pass or area. There are these ulcer-point systems and, in many instances, there are those ulcer-point systems. You can either choose yourself.

The ulcer system, developed from ulcer point, allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level.

If presented with an ulceration, the individual can ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level.

The ulcer system, developed from ulcer point, allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level. The ulcer system allows one to ulcerate his ulceration and ulcerate ulceration to the desired level.
Penn Cagers Defeat Bruins; Saxenmeyer Tops Scorers

Mermen Lose To Crimson; Yearlings Bow

Bowman Gets Weekly Honor

Lions Play Four at Home

Cram to the Classics on Music to Study by Continuous Classical Music Each Day Through Finals

Fencers Gain First Victory, Down Bulldogs

Matmen Gain League Win Over Brown 19-11

Penn's fencers emerged victorious in a hard-fought battle with Brown, 19-11, on Saturday afternoon. The victory was the first of the season for the Quakers, who have been struggling in recent matches.
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Jayvee Quintei Seeks Second Over Soldiers
Peti's selection of Jayvee, son of a former student at Fort Monmouth, went to his home the night before the basketball team to an 87-74 victory over the Rider College freshman of the Palatins.

Mlkvy, scored 26 points, on 11 field goals and four for six free throws, played 10 minutes, and added a key assist as the freshman forward finished the game with a no. 416 finish.

The Quakers rallied from a 62-58 deficit to defeat Monmouth, 63-58, when two fans met last month at the Paleter.

33.3 Norm
The servicemen are led by Dave Quanh, who averaged 3 points a game and made 3.1 goals per game, and was ranked in the top 15 in the nation for the last two years.

Another teacher in the high school who is also a former student at Fort Monmouth, said that the Quakers' ability to score from anywhere on the court and their ability to maintain their lead in the final minutes of the game, were the key to their victory.

Squash Team Finally Wins
With the victory clearly in sight, the Penn Riflemen bow down to Dartmouth, 19-9, and win their third straight match.

The final score, however, could not have been more significant, and is a clear indication of the power of the Penn Riflemen.

Dartmouth won the first two sets, 5-4 and 4-3, but the Penn Riflemen won the last two sets, 5-4 and 4-3, and the Penn Riflemen, 19-9, are now ranked in the top 15 in the nation.

Penn Riflemen Bow
Cavendish's victory in the singles, bowing to John Howat, 6-2, 6-4, in a three-hour marathon, was the Penn Riflemen's last victory of the season.

The Penn Riflemen are now ranked in the top 15 in the nation, and are leading the Ivy League in the standings.

Festival of Nations' Set for Next Month
International House will present a "Festival of Nations" program in Prout Auditorium at 12:30 p.m. Sunday, April 1.

The festival is an annual program, presented by the students of the various nations represented.
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